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encrust
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and cleaning of the appliance need to be easy as the process
of wastewater treatment cannot be stopped for too long.
The standard design for the wastewater treatment plan
would be direct electric heating. Instead, a heat pump has
been installed (23 kW), which is tested with good results in
similar plants. It will deliver about 57 000 kWh per year and
use about 12 000 kWh electricity, which gives a COP of 4.75.
The collectors use a polymeric special material to maximize
the area to take up the heat from the water, which makes
Case study report for Sweden: Community
owned
energy
them
more effective
than standard ones. They are also compact, easy to install and to clean. An important environmental
project from initiation to completion
advantage is is that these collectors use very little cooling
liquid compared to standard solutions.
Case study report for Sweden: Community owned energy
energy plant, Jokkmokk municipality
Districttoheating
project from initiation
completion
Waste Water Heat Pump, Vilhelmina municipality
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Introduction

1Jokkmokk
Introduction
municipality has about 5,000 inhabitants on an area of 19,334 km² and is situated

in the inland of Norrbotten, Northern Sweden, at the Arctic Circle.
Vilhelmina is the largest municipality in Västerbotten County
Jokkmokk is a Swedish Eco-Municipality and a signatory of the EU Covenant of Mayors. It
when it comes to the area (8795 km2). The number of inhabithas developed its Sustainable Energy Action Plan and is committed to reduce its greenhouse
ants is about 6,800. More than half of the population lives in or
gas emissions by at least 20% until 2020, compared to 2005.
near the main community Vilhelmina and the other half lives
across
aDescription
very large geographic
area in many small and medium
2
of community
sized villages. Ensuring a cost-efficient and reliable municipal
service
evendistrict
in the heating
smaller communities
is important.
Jokkmokk
supplies public
buildings in Jokkmokk settlement as well as private
households and companies, in total 522 buildings. In 2017, 34 GWh of heat were delivered.
17 MW wood chip boiler is used during the main part of the year. A pellet boiler of 3 MW
2A
Description
of community
is used end of May to mid-September. The district heating company currently has eight
employees.
The
western part of Vilhelmina municipality consists of a
Waste Water Heat Pump System (Evertech), design chosen
Up to 99%range
of thewith
delivered
produced
by isbioenergy;
however,
successfully
energy
mountain
variousenergy
valleys.isOne
of them
called
for Kittelfjäll
pilot site
efficiency which
is important
both economically
ecologically.
Kittelfjäll,
has outstanding
on- and and
off-piste
skiing
opportunities in a beautiful nature. The small village itself
1: Heat Collector, to be placed in the waste water
3
Energy efficiency and renewable project
is
becoming
more and more attractive to people who want
2: Possibility for hanging collectors in the water to avoid
to have a holiday home there. The current detailed land use
problems with operation
Jokkmokk district heating company successfully works with increasing the cooling
plan
comprises
an
approximately
100
hectare
area
in
which
Heatcooling
Pump extracts less
performance in district heating sub-stations. A sub-station with3:poor
aenergy
maximum
of
350
residential
properties
can
be
built.
The
4:
Heat
per unit volume of water. That means an overconsumption ofBoiler
flow to meet the
rising
number
of inhabitants
it necessary
toincreased
build a cooling are particularly reduced
consumers’ heat
demand. Themade
positive
effects of
new
as the heating
old one network
is designed
only 900increase4for
heat sewage
losses inplant,
the district
andfor
efficiency
flue gas condensation.
Ownership
structure and financial
pe.
The
new
one
is
able
to
deal
with
up
to
4000
pe
andtemperature of the water coming back
The energy efficiency campaign focuses on the return
model used
should
highly flexible
to the
high share
of part-time
from thebecustomers.
This due
is a key
indicator
of heat
network efficiency.
inhabitants.
The waste water plant is built and owned by the municipality
of Vilhelmina.
of the waste water heat makes the
Low return temperature results in a larger delta T, which means lower
flow ratesThe
areuse
required
for the same kW delivered. In this way, pumps and pipes will
work safer
andthemore
operational
costs
of
plant significant lower:
3efficiently.
EnergyAefficiency
and renewable project
cooler return pipe also lowers heat losses. An important
factor
is the
Total economic
investment:
47 250
Euro
need
to
use
reserve
capacities
for
winter
time’s
peak
load.
Those
use
oil
an
electricity,
which
Electricity
price:
0.15
Euro
/ kWh
Like a refrigerator or air conditioner, a heat pump forces
makes
it very
are ground,
significant
economic
to be electricity
made if the
perneed
year:for
45.000 kWh = 6 750 Euro
the
transfer
of expensive.
heat energyThere
from the
water
or air tosavingsSaved
Pay-Off: 7 years.
the application. Using motive power to run the heat pump’s
The investment is economic by given lifetime of heat pump of
process effects the transfer of several times as20
much energy
ca 15 years.
to the application, be it heating, hot water or even cooling.
In theory, heat can be extracted from any source, no matter
how cold, but a warmer source allows higher efficiency. The
5 Implementation Process
relationship between how much power we use versus how
much energy is delivered is known as a COP or Coefficient of
Vilhelmina municipality has used this technology in an earlier
Operating Performance. If a heat pump uses 3kW of power
project and has been convinced by its advantages. Therefore,
and delivers 12kW of energy then its COP is 4 (=12 /3).
the use of heat pump technology has been part of the planThere are specific challenges when it comes to make use of
ning from the beginning.
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6 Project results: Lessons learnt &
post- project benefits
Energy efficiency projects are considered as most attractive
projects for the municipalities because of their short payback
period and economic, environmental and social benefits.
However, it is important to consider operational or life-timecosts already in the planning stage and not only on possibly

lower investment costs for standard technology. It is also
essential that decision makers have the chance to see new
efficient technology in place and to learn from best practice
examples.
Contact: Silva Herrmann, Climate and Energy Expert, Jokkmokk Municipality.
Silva.Herrmann@jokkmokk.se
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